It is observed that a CL-algebra (Classical Linear Algebra) contains within it a number of MV-algebras (Many-valued Algebras). A necessary and sufficient condition is obtained when a CL-algebra as a whole reduces to an MV-algebra. All the embedded MValgebras are characterised. A special MV-algebra called the Stem of the CL-algebra is studied to some depth.
study comparing the CL-algebra with an MV-algebra although there are marked similarities between the two.
In this paper we endeavour to initiate such a study, which is basically an algebraic one. We shall ultimately characterize all the MV-algebras embedded in some sense in a given CL-algebra. There must be implications in the corresponding logics, viz., the N0-valued Lukasiewicz logic and a fragment of Linear Logic. These implications, however, are not taken up in this study.
The organization of this paper in the subsequent sections is as follows. Section 2 deals with the definition of CL-algebra and a list of its relevant properties. Only a few of them may be found in [4] but most are newly obtained. In Section 3 some properties of the closure operator [4] are studied and a particularly significant closure operator has been introduced. In Section 4 the main results concerning the MV-algebras embedded in a CL-algebra are established.
Classical linear algebra (CL-algebra): Its properties
For symbols and primary definitions we have followed Troelstra [4] wherefrom the following definition is taken.
Definition 1. Z-(X,R,U,±,,,---~,

1,0) is a CL-algebra (classical linear algebra) if (i) (X, R, U, 2_) is a lattice with least element 2_;
(ii) (X, *, 1) is a commutative monoid with unit 1; (iii) if x <~ x', y ~< y' then x * y ~< x' * y' and x'--~y <~ x-oy'; (iv) x*y~<zifandonlyifx ~< y---oz; (v)~x x, where~x:-x-o0. We state below some of the properties of CL-algebra. Some of them are proved. (xxiv) Let 1 ¢;T. If possible, let x,T= 1 for some x~X. Then (x*T)*T l*T. Hence, x*(T*T)= l*T. Now, byT*T T and the fact that 1 is the unit relative to *, we get x • T T. (xxv) By (iv) of definition 1, we get x*T~<0 if and only if x~<T--o0=~T
•.
• being the least element ofX, x,T~0 if and only if x--•.
[] Note 1. There is no definite ordering between 0 and 1; 0 may be less than, greater than, equal to and non-comparable with 1.
Examples o j CL-algebras
Example 1. Let X = {•,0, a, b, 1, T} and the lattice structure be given by Fig. 1 , where • and --o are defined as follows.
Example 2. Let X = {•, 0, a, 1, T} and the lattice structure be given by Fig. 2 , where * and --o are defined as follows.
A non-degenerate CL-algebra should contain four distinct elements viz., •, 0, 1, T. We show that with exactly four elements there can be four nondegenerate CL-algebras. Hence, in this sense they are the minimal nondegenerate CL-algebras. From the results obtained (Proposition 1), it can be proved that the * and --o tables should be the following. 
Closure Operators and the Stem
Definition 2. Let 7. -= (X, n, u, ±, ,, --% 1,0) be a CL-algebra.
A mapping C : X --~ X is a closure operator on X if and only if
for all a, b E X.
Some properties of a general closure operator C are now discussed.
Proposition 2. For a closure operator C, the following properties hold. (i) If a<.b<~ C(a) then C(a) = C(b). (ii) C(C(a) • C(b)) = C(a • b) ([4]). (iii) C(X) -{a E X: C(a) = a} is closed under M and ---o ([4]). (iv) Let Y -{C(a): a E X}. Then Y = C(X).
Proof. We prove only the last result.
(iv). Let C(a) E Y for some a E X. Now, by (iii) of Definition 2, CC(a) = C(a).
So, C(a) ~ c(x).
Conversely, let a E C(X). 
~ S(X), and l, T E S(X).
Some special properties of the S which are not shared by for a general closure operator C, are given in the following proposition. 
(i) S(a) ~ 1 for any a E X. (ii) S(a) <~ 0 if and only if a =1. (iii) If 1 <~ a then S(a) = T. (iv) If 1 <~ a * T then S(a) = T. (v) S(a) = a if and only if a---oa = T. (vi) If a <~ b then a-~S(b) = T. (vii) S(±) =±. (viii) S(a) U S(b) = S(a U b). (ix) ~ a = ~a if and only if a E SO(). (x) ~a = a* T, so S(X) = {a E X:-~-~a = a}. (xi) S(a) • S(b) = S(a * b).
Proof. We now give proofs of some of the above results. 
Proposition 4. Let C be a closure operator and I be the corresponding dual interior operator. Then C(X) = I(X) where I(X) = {a C X: I(a) = a} if and only if C(X) is closed relative to ~.
Proof. Let C(X)= I(X). To show that C(X) is closed relative to ~, let a E C(X). Then a E I(X). So, I(a) = a. i.e., ~ C(~ a) = a. Hence, C(~ a) =~ a.
Conversely, let C(X) be closed relative to ~. Let a E C(X). Then 
~ a E C(X). So, C(~ a) =~ a. So, ~ C(~ a) = a, i.e., I(a) : a. In other words, a E I(Y). If a E I(Y), then I(a) = a. So, C(~ a) =~ a. i.e., ~ a E C(X) and as C(X) is closed relative to ~, a E C(X). Hence, C(X) = I(X). []
Some special properties of S and S' which are not shared by a general closure operator and the corresponding interior operator are as follows.
Proposition 5. (i) S(X) = S'(X). (ii) S(a) = S'(a) if and only if a---oa = T. (iii) S(a) = a if and only if S'(a) : a. (iv) S'(a) n S'(b) = S'(a fq b). (v) S'(a) + S'(b) -S'(a + b).
Proposition 6. Let Z = (X, Fq, U, ±, ,,---o, 1,0) be a CL-algebra. Then (S(X), M, U, ±, *,-% T, ±) is a CL-algebra. It may be noted that there are axioms of MV-algebras in more concise form [8] ). Axioms 1 9 are sufficient to prove the other axioms. But we have preferred presenting the original definition by Chang because of its transparency.
Proof. It is proved in (iii) of Proposition 2 and (viii) and (xi) of Proposition 3 that S(X)
A CL-algebra and an MV-algebra have many similarities. Both possess two binary operations * and A, the first giving the monoid and the second the lattice, both possess the negation ~. But whereas in the first, the lattice is independent of the monoid only having some links through some axioms, in the second, the ordering is totally defined by the monoidal product and the negation. Whereas the topmost element T of the lattice is in general different from the monoidal identity 1 in a CL-algebra, they coincide in case of an MV-algebra. In what follows we shall characterize all the MV-algebras embedded in a CL-algebra in the following sense. Such an MV-algebra is a subset of the CLalgebra and shall have the same operations ,, ~ (and hence +) and the same ordering as the CL-algebra. Henceforth by an MV-algebra we shall mean an embedded MV-algebra. 
Characterization of MV-algebras
Now, we characterise all the MV-algebras embedded in a CL-algebra. []
Theorem 2. For A C_X, and O, ICX,(A,+,*,~,O,I) is an MV-algebra embedded in the CL-algebra Z =-(X, R, U, 2,, *, --% 1, O) if and only if
Concluding remarks
As mentioned in Section 1, this study is carried out only from the algebraic standpoint, i.e., it centers around the relationship between the two algebras viz., the CL-algebra and the MV-algebra which are the respective semantics related with the Linear Logic and Many-valued Logic. Of late, there has been a renewed interest in MV-algebra [8] [9] [10] [11] because of various reasons. The logical implications of our present study must have bearings in these research activities. Investigations in this direction shall be our future course of work.
